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Our Venice Skatepark – A Diamond in the Rough
By CJ Gronner

Happy New Year, People! In the interest of shin-
ing a light on the things that are still awesome about 
living in Venice in 2013, I recently dug a little deeper 
into the everyday goings on at the Venice Skatepark. I 
grew up with my brother's half-pipe in our backyard, 
smashed my own face trying to drop in off that thing, 
and was always surrounded by skaters, so I have a soft 
spot for the whole scene, but also recognize the beauty 
and importance of this place in our community. Offi-
cially known as the Dennis "Polar Bear" Agnew Me-
morial Skatepark, this gleaming jewel of a skatepark 
smack in the middle of Venice Beach is maintained - 
every single day - by the Venice Surf and Skateboard 
Association (V.S.A.), which really means by profes-
sional skate legend and V.S.A. President, Jesse Marti-
nez, and his helpers.

After working for over 20 years to erect a skate-
park in what many believe is the birth place of skate-
boarding, Venice finally got its skate home in 2009, 
and skaters have been tearing it up ever since. Which 
is why the maintenance of the park is such a big deal. 
Many places have skateparks put in by well-meaning 
skate companies and foundations, or grants or what-
ever, but then they leave and it's up to whomever else 
is left to keep it up and running. Venice Skatepark is 
on Park and Recreation (City of L.A.) territory, but no 
one from the city has ever stepped a foot into the park 
to clean it. Ever. ALL the clean up and maintenance of 
the park is done by beyond dedicated, hard working 
and meaning it volunteers (hmm ... kind of like The 
Beachhead).

The head of these volunteers is the very reluctant 
interviewee, Mr. Martinez. He's out there seven days a 
week, before dawn, cleaning up the sand, glass, piss, 
blood, booze, graffiti, and whatever else winds up in 
the bowls of the skatepark overnight. I don't think 
people really know how much work this takes, and 
that the skatepark isn't just magically sparkling pris-
tine and perfectly skateable every day on its own.

I'm impressed to my core that someone of such 
legendary skate stature as Martinez (which he com-
pletely down-plays every time it comes up - and it 
comes up a lot down at the skatepark) is the one that 
willingly gets up at 4 a.m. every day to make sure the 
park that he and his friends all worked so hard for so 
long to bring to life, is given the respect it deserves. 
As impressed as I am though, Martinez isn't. He sug-
gested I go interview a guy who lives down the street 
from him, a doctor, "that saves kids. THAT'S someone 
worth interviewing ...". As much as I admire his true 
humility, I would also argue that Martinez, in his own 
way, also saves kids.

Kids that - because of him - have somewhere safe 
to skate, which in turn, may be saving them from a 
more thug life, like the one Martinez came from, and 
feels that skateboarding really saved him from. He 
rejected gang life for skate life, and has dedicated 
most every waking moment to that end. Injured now 
(ankle), and a couple healing months away from 
shredding at his normal level, you can feel Martinez 
just aching to be in there, as he watched the others 
skate a few days ago, offering pointers (like leaning 
forward when you drop in, not back. That might have 
helped me out years ago ...) and encouragement. You 
can also feel the very tangible respect all the kids 
down there have for Martinez. Respect not just for his 
Pro/Dogtown/Bones Brigade status, but for the fact 
that they can feel the deep care he has for the park, the 
up and comer skaters, and for skating itself, and that 
respect is infectious (if also a little fear-based, as no 
one wants to get chewed out by Martinez and Com-
pany).

That respect is there because of the specter of 
Venice's skate past. Dogtown, Z Boys, the Bones Bri-
gade ... all those guys had was the streets and the 
pools, and look what they did with it! They created a 
legendary time, legendary tricks and styles, and legen-
dary names for themselves. Now that today's skaters 
have a beautiful skatepark, perfectly kept and main-
tained by one of their own, they need to step it up, and 
represent VENICE, like the guys before them did. 
Martinez remembers when every contest they went to, 
it seemed like every other name called was "So and So 
- Venice, California!" Now you're lucky if you hear of 
one or two competitors called out for Venice. With that 
gorgeous park as their home turf, we'd like to see 
some new legends coming out of here. And not just 
coming out of here, but respecting it on the same level 
as the guys before them did. Which also means help-
ing. If you appreciate that you get to have this unreal, 
super clean, amazing view, skate mecca as your home 
park, maybe you'd like to give back a little too - take 
turns helping on a dawn patrol clean-up one day a 
week. Push yourselves to charge it, and not just be-
cause you want a cool sponsor or a rad photo in a 
magazine, but because you love it to your core, like 
they used to and still do. Have PRIDE, like they used 

to, and still do. They knew what they represented back 
then. That is how you stand the test of time. And the 
Dogtown guys still do, which is why THEY are giving 
back now, in so many ways.

The reason why they're giving back, is to keep 
that legacy going into the future, to raise another gen-
eration of pros from Venice, and to keep the Venice 
skate scene vibrant and exciting. This is the home of 
some of the best skaters of all time EVER, and that 
fact is honored and built upon every day that our 
skatepark exists.

And it exists in large part because of the V.S.A. In 
talking to Lauren Wiley of the V.S.A., I was very sur-
prised to learn that here is no help from the City of 
L.A. or Park and Recs with the maintenance. When 
film crews shoot at the skatepark, they are charged a 
clean-up fee, which the V.S.A. never sees, nor do they 
see anyone else out there doing the fee-charged clean-
ing. When the V.S.A. wants to put on a contest or an 
event, they are charged for expensive permits and a 
usage fee by the City - for their own park that they use 
every day. These fees can run into the thousands, mak-
ing it hard to pay for simple things like cleaning sup-
plies (which also do not come from the City - but from 
donations and the V.S.A.'s own pockets), never mind 
putting on the contests themselves, or even paying a 
small salary to the guys out there keeping it all clean 
and safe. They don't see a dime as it stands now, and 
that just doesn't feel right. Not when they work so 
hard, and the park is such a tourist attraction, and 
when it provides such a home away from home for so 
many of our local kids. Though the V.S.A. is ex-
tremely grateful and appreciative for any help they do 
get from the City, Park and Recs, the "awesome" life-
guards, the LAPD Pacific Division, Councilman Ro-
sendahl (a champion for the skatepark from day one), 
and from various local business donations, I'm pretty 
sure we can do better for it, as a community. Like 
Martinez said, "ALL locals should look out for their 
neighborhood." Of course.

By doing better, I mean getting more involved. 
Local businesses can be sponsoring events at the 
skatepark. Local parents, grateful that their kids have a 
safe, fun - and FREE - place to hang out, could be 
donating, taking their turn doing some clean-up, or-
ganizing fundraisers so that the kids can have contests 
(like the one coming up in early 2013 for slalom and 
the crowd-pleasing Highest Ollie!), attend away con-
tests, get prizes, have a summer camp where kids learn 
to surf and skate ... and the good ideas just keep flow-
ing. Those kinds of cool things are so possible, but 
they also cost money. Money that is as scarce at the 
skatepark as it is most everywhere else, but this is a 
place where you can actually see the few dollars they 
do have in action.

Ideally, it would be great to have the skatepark 
take in enough donations and monies earned from 
contests, summer camps, etc .. that they can be en-

Jesse Martinez skating at the Venice Skate Park                                                 Photo: Ray Rae
www.rayrae.com

tirely self-sufficient and not have to worry about 
scrounging funds up from the City and grants and all 
that to do anything. The V.S.A. has already saved the 
City multi-thousands of dollars, because if they had to 
employ (and they would HAVE to) a couple full-time 
city workers to maintain the park, that would add up in 
a hurry, especially at the pre-dawn hours that it all has 
to be done. It would help to actually see those clean-
up fees that the city collects from shoots used for 
clean-up - that they aren't is shady, in my opinion. It 
would also help to NOT charge those usage fees for 
use of their own park - that just doesn't make sense, 
Park and Recs, C'mon! Let's give them a little break. 
So much good can be done, with just a very little help.

SO much good. I talked to V.S.A. member and the 
pretty much lone consistent volunteer, Victor Blue, 
who like Martinez, was born and raised -and hell-
raised - his whole life in Venice. After a life of trouble-
making, Blue got into skating, which led him to 
spending pretty much all day, every day at the skate-
park, giving back and helping out today's skaters. "I 
get to be a good example here," Blue told me, after 
sharing a story about how a local mother interrupted a 
meeting to find out who this "Mr. Blue" was that her 
kid had been talking about so much. She wanted to 
thank him for putting her son on the right path, with 
his counsel and support every day down at the park. 
As Blue sees it, "The skatepark is the brightest spot in 
Venice right now ... this park was built to stop destroy-
ing other areas ... and you can see the positivity down 
here spread through Venice like a virus." Let it!

This sentiment was echoed by local skater, Sean 
Vasquez, who told me that he loves to come skate 
Venice because "It's one of the nicest skateparks 
around, it's really well-kept and smooth, which makes 
your skating better." He went on to say that "It's all 
about the friendships, and the good vibes. Who 
wouldn't want to skate on the beach?" I think Martinez 
and Blue and Wiley alike would be happy to hear that 
Vasquez also said, "I just come here to relax and skate.  
This place keeps kids here skating, instead of on the 
streets getting into trouble ... I do it for the love of 
skating, which is a lifestyle, not a trend." If Vasquez's 
sentiments are the common ones held by today's skat-
ers, Martinez may be able to rest a little easier.

But he won't. Because he has to get up at 4 a.m. to 
go clean the park all over again. Please think about 
that the next time you cruise past the wonderful Ven-
ice Skatepark, remember how it got that way, and con-
sider what you can do to help preserve and protect 
both the history and the future of skating in Venice. 
Thank you in advance.
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Mural Illustrating Abbot Kinney 
Should Be Moved to Abbot Kinney Library

By Greta Cobar
We as Venetians are upholding our reputa-

tion of not giving up. So here’s the latest on our 
up-and-going, not-nearly-over fight with the 
United States Postal Service (USPS) and the 
new owner of our former, historic post office, 
Joel Silver.

The Story of Venice mural by renowned 
artist Edward Biberman, formerly housed in our 
historic post office, remains the property of the 
USPS even though the building has been sold 
into private ownership. Ever since the sale of 
the building, which closed on August 2, we have 
tirelessly tried to obtain a copy of the covenant 
concerning the mural between Silver and the 
USPS. Both Bill Rosendahl’s and Janice Hahn’s 
offices made vain promises of obtaining the 
document and making it public. It took a Free-
dom of Information Act request filed by a Mark 
Ryavek to finally view the document four 
months after the sale of the building.

The document, dated August 2, starts out by 
optimistically stating that “USPS agrees to loan 
the Mural to the Borrower, and the Borrower 
agrees to borrow the Mural from the USPS, for 
the purpose of exhibiting the Mural for a term of 
fifty (50) years.” However, through undisclosed ma-
neuvering with the USPS, Silver managed to add a 
“First Amendment to Loan Agreement” on August 
21, which states that “Borrower agrees to provide 
public access to the Mural six days per calendar year 
during the hours of 10 am and 6pm Pacific Time by 
appointment.”

There goes the request by the Coalition to Save 
the Post Office, representing virtually all Venice or-
ganizations and a wide spectrum of citizens, to main-
tain access to the mural during the same hours as the 
USPS had back when it owned the building.

In addition, although the initial loan agreement 
states that “prior to any such restoration (of the Mu-
ral), the Borrower shall send notice to the USPS of 
the proposed restoration for USPS review and ap-
proval,” the August 21 amendment negates any such 
responsibility by stating that “Borrower shall not be 
obligated, prior to any Mural restoration, to obtain 
the approval by the USPS of the proposed restoration 
provided.”

No wonder Silver was able to remove the mural 
from the wall in spite of expert and community oppo-
sition.

I personally filed an official request with the 
Venice Neighborhood Council (VNC) to introduce a 
motion to move the mural depicting Abbot Kinney 
from Silver’s property, which does not allow public 
viewing, to a public space, such as the Abbot Kinney 
Library. Let’s hope that the VNC will represent the 
wishes of the community on this issue, and let’s hope 
that their recommendation will actually have the 
power to make a difference.

The battle against the USPS is still being fought 
on more than one front. A new brief was filed on De-
cember 19 in Washington DC in our lawsuit against 
the USPS. The Circuit Court has combined our case 
with two others, involving Pimmit Branch Post Office 
in Northern Virginia and the Spring Dale, West Vir-
ginia Post Office, all represented by Elaine Mittle-
man.

The current brief submitted by Mittleman quotes 
the USPS as stating, in its own document, that “to 
maintain the spirit of the section in placing artwork in 
Post Offices, postal policy provides for the relocation 
of these works into the new facility when a Post Of-

fice moves so the art can continue to enrich people 
during the normal course of their lives” 
(http://1.usa.gov/12RK0kW).

Although our new mini, hole-in-the-wall post of-
fice at the mail sorting annex does not currently have 
enough space to exhibit the Biberman artwork, the 
original building has a very high ceiling. With minor 
modifications the current ceiling could be raised to 
accommodate the mural. However, after our one-way 
communications with the USPS over the past two 
years, we might choose to avoid dealing with them 
and move the mural to the Library instead.

“The Postal Service will include measures to en-
sure the mural will remain available for public view-
ing in any plan for reuse or disposal of the Post Of-
fice property” is a commitment that the Final Deci-
sion about the Venice Post Office included, according 
to the latest brief filed by Mittleman in Washington 
DC.

The Postal Regulatory Commission (PRC), whose 
mission is to represent the public in dealing with the 
USPS, “failed to consider the commitment by the 
Postal Service that the mural will remain available 
for public viewing. In addition, the PRC did not ad-
dress the historic preservation issues concerning the 
Venice Post Office and the mural,” according to the 

brief submitted by Mittleman.
Yes, we are taking on a big, federal institution 

whose mission seems to be self-destruction in favor of 
private shipping companies behind the excuse of a 
manufactured crisis. And yes, we are taking on Silver, 
the multi-millionaire Hollywood producer who was 
recently kicked out of Burbank and decided that Venice 
is hipper. It doesn’t make sense for Silver to keep the 
mural after removing it from the wall, without provi-
sions for public access. Could we get the building 
back? If through our current lawsuit we can prove that 
the USPS or the PRC failed to follow procedures when 
disposing of our historic post office, the USPS would 
have to buy the building back from Silver and re-
instate postal services.

Please contact the VNC at secretary@venicenc.org 
and urge that the motion to move the Biberman mural 
to the Library be placed on the January VNC Agenda. 
Then get involved by attending the VNC meeting on 
January 15 at 7pm at Westminster Elementary School, 
1010 Abbot Kinney Blvd.

Silicon Tsunami Wipes Out Free Venice 

Abbot Kinney, as depicted on the Edward Biberman 

By Jamie Virostko
About a year ago, I was walking a dog, crossing 

Abbot Kinney up San Juan, when a tattooed guy in 
worn jeans, stopped me on Electric Ave. His long hair 
in a salt and pepper braid, he was returning from buy-
ing breakfast. As the big Samoyed sniffed longingly at 
a steaming paper bag, my mid-fortiesh friend la-
mented all the changes in Venice, “Man, used to be, 
we’d make fun of the yuppies with their long boards 
who think they’re f---ing cool…Now we just take it.” 

He had my sympathy, until he suggested I come 
to his place for a massage. When he opened his arms 
in anticipation of a “brotherly” neighborhood hug, I 
moved on. I had learned, the hard way, that those 
“free love” embraces with senior skater and surfer 
dudes, often lasted too long and sometimes involved 
an ass grab. Around here, you’re better off hugging 
the homeless. Too bad there’s not many left…

The Techies have a vision, and they are actualiz-
ing it. Major increases in property values since Goo-
gle’s arrival! And, they are recruiting from outside 
Venice Beach! Now Microsoft has office space, along 
with a crapload of hungry startups. Wealth is sweep-
ing through like a tsunami, washing everything afflu-
ent and white and clean. 

The “Coolest Street in America” title, bestowed 
on Abbot Kinney, freaked me out. Great, now we’ll 
get Hipsters from all over the world, journeying like 
pilgrims to the Apex of Hip. If that wasn’t bad 
enough, Rose is blossoming into Abbot’s well dressed 
and über trendy kid sister. And, if you haven’t no-
ticed, they’ve been awfully zealous of late, enforcing 
that two hour parking for all vehicles along Rose 
Avenue curbs. 

Whenever I see a quaint, beach cottage sold on 
the off-Lincoln Walk Streets, it is almost always 
bought for the land. One story, character-rich dwell-

ings razed and replaced with modern mini-castles, as 
soon as someone can obtain the permit! That means 
fewer starter homes and less Middle and Working 
Class Families. Young White Professionals bleed into 
the Oakwood area, displacing the already diminished 
diversity. Then come new developments – like those 
big lofts near 4th and Rose. 

Being a dog walker, I stroll Venice - up and 
down, front and back - everyday. Before Rose grew 
hip, I have watched what’s left of our Black and His-
panic Communities, aging and priced out, as build-
ings are sold and renovated or rebuilt. Many of the 
Mamas and Papas of the local Counter Culture have 
crossed into their twilight years, with free expression 
settling behind seven foot tall privacy fences. Our 
Young Artists struggle to afford housing in this once 
Bohemian enclave, as wild gardens and homemade art 
in front yards are replaced by standardized landscap-
ing.

Those beautiful and tragic camps along the 
Boardwalk - groups of kids and their dogs, soft guitar, 
pot, old bums, addicts and ex-cons settling into slum-
ber, blankets and broken beach umbrellas – banished 
at night. The people do not cease to exist. But, where 
do they go, now that they cannot gather – either on 
Ocean Front, Rose or any other place where they were 
previously tolerated? How do we get them into homes 
when nothing is reasonably priced?

The City would like to relegate Free Venice to the 
murals and the Boardwalk vendors, with a few nota-
ble characters thrown in for spice. It’s allowed where 
tourists roam and money can be made. Is that really 
satisfactory? They give you a fancy, A-list celebrity, 
sign lighting and save the Biberman work…But what 
about an entire way of life tossed aside? 

Diversity and Homeless are the battles that, if 
lost, will wipe real Free Venice off the map. Unfortu-

nately, those are huge, hard challenges. But, sanitized 
homogeny will be the death of creativity, not to men-
tion the negative blow to our Community Soul. Where 
are Occupy and that famous Free Venice Activism? 
This is relevant, tangible and happening now! 

Did the Tech Panel not tell us, at the Silicon 
Beach Town Hall last spring, that a primary reason 
they came to Venice was the available talent already 
here? Is anyone going to hold them accountable to 
generate jobs for the existing community? For keep-
ing our community in tact, through involvement with 
this new wealth, instead of swept aside by it? Goo-
gle’s rep at that Town Hall said they wanted to be 
careful not to alter the things that make Venice spe-
cial. Are they keeping their word?

In everyone’s lifetime, one must process change. 
Free Venice has often found strength in hunkering 
down and digging in against it, even revering its own 
uniqueness. But, celebration of the individual can 
make it difficult to really come together. Hundreds of 
solitary voices, when gathered, can end up a cacoph-
ony of splinter agendas, personal history, and the des-
perate desire for each one to be heard. 

How can uninhibited free expression forge an 
unwavering wall of camaraderie that, wholeheartedly, 
puts community first? And yes, Silicon Beach now 
has to be included in that community, along with ma-
jor bucks to the Venice Family Clinic and St. Jo-
seph’s; and, increased tax revenues to California and 
the City of LA. 

How do we get creativity back into the streets, so 
we can be inspired by one another?
With respect for life, there are no boundaries. We are 
free to go and be who we are, wherever we want to go 
and be. But, if we don’t come together soon, it could 
be game over a lot faster than you think. 
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Debt Crisis and Impending Global Crisis: 
Once there was a dog named Maxwell
Who lived in a country that didn't tax well
So Max wondered if
There was a fiscal cliff
And how he missed his president who played sax well

----

Je vous prie de croire,
TravelinMaam
We are the words

The Empty Place of Eddie
by Majid Naficy

Today the rain washes your blood
And wipes it from the pavement
There remains only your sunny smile,
Your tall baseball bat
Leaning against the wall,
And your backpack full of books
Waiting for your shoulders.
Curse the hand that made the gun
Curse the hand that put it in the shop
And curse the hand that pulled the trigger!
I am cold and empty
Like the shell of a bullet
Because I know that your mother
Will not pass another school again
And will not sit on bleachers
In another baseball game
And will not open her empty oven
To heat fragrant tortillas
For your dinner.
               March 3, 2006
 
Eddie Lopez a Santa Monica High School student 
was gunned down on Tuesday February
28, 2006 at the 26th St. and Pico Blvd.

Xavier

that little boy looked up at me
and crawled into my heart
he said: i like your brown hair
it's so brown
it was awfully good of him not to mention
all the wrinkles on my face
this was after he announced
in a matter of fact way
that his mother was dead
i knew this but hearing him say it was so hard
he's only five
and technically he's not supposed to understand
but i think he's figured it out:
she's not coming back
but he's alive in that jumping way
young boys have:
bouncing around the room and on other objects
including his sister.
he's a cuddler and pushes me over on the couch
so there is room for him
to squeeze in together.
"we have the best family," he announced
i couldn't help but agree
"yes, you have the best family," i said.

- Mary Getlein

Where Silence Becomes Light
 For Carmen Gómez, my niece.
 Carmen, you are a woman according to nature. It 
gave you the power of the tree of life. Your equality 
is not an extrinsic condition controlled by the self-
designated men of god—preachers, politicians, 
pimps, bankers, and soldiers—that you must suffer to 
attain. It is the intrinsic property of your being that 
makes you an agency of the vibratory fertility of the 
universal mind.
 
I am here,
where silence
becomes light.
 
Seeing
how the images that populate perception
fade away
after the conductors of their meaning
burn out
in the open air.
 
Forcefully
breathing the dream
that keeps my mind impressed
to the life stimulated
by fantastic sensations
profoundly.
 
—Humberto Gómez Sequeira-HuGóS

Here we stand

-Aryn Youngless
 

& she said

She didn’t like

The words

The sounds

& the

Textures

  They seem a waste

She said

  They seem contrived

She said

 

            Yet here we stand

 

I probably agreed

Out loud, that is

To avoid

The words

I didn’t want

To hear

  I don’t get it

I nodded

  I don’t like it

I nodded

 

            Yet here we stand

 

They shroud me

Like a

Fog, the words, I mean

 

They warm me

They’re just scribbles

 

They are my soul

  I say

My blood

  I say

My cliché

My rhythm

My me

            Yet here we stand

01:36 Saturday, November 17th, 2012, Adullam ..... Templar of regions 
subterranean. Stick to the script. Likewise, stick to the plan. The sky is 
legend. Haven't really seen. I've heard it's up there. We are in between. 
Imagine, I, what wonders may exist, To grasp within my fist. Likewise 
insist:There must be something just beyond the dome, The round enclo-
sure that we all call home. I quietly await what may persist, In subtle 
hesitation. I resist The urge to open up the threshold's keen, Impenetra-
ble door. Yet to be seen. The subterranean claims me, its man. One day, 
I'll not be subterranean .....Roger Houston








